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As a special investigation means in criminal procedure, the encouragement is 
controversial because of its expansion and infringing. But meanwhile encouragement 
as a effective investigation means which is extensively used in procedural practices of 
the US, Britain, Germany and Japan, the state organs of which have approved its 
validity and have controlled the application of encouragement by law in different 
degree in order to avoid or reduce the disadvantage of encouragement that infringing 
upon civil rights. As a special kind of investigation, encouragement is mostly used for 
taking effect on prosecuting special types of crimes in our country, but it is 
controversial because it will cause some disadvantages such as offending civil rights 
and endangering the construction of judicial ethics if it is used inappropriately, and 
there are no any specific provisions in the law, so it make encouragement 
embarrassing and take a lot of problems. 
This paper has four parts. The first part introduces some basic theories about 
encouragement, define the fundamental concepts of encouragement, and differentiate 
the encouragement from other related concepts such as entrapment etc. This part also 
analysis on the characteristic of encouragement like fraudulence, initiative, 
non-restrictive. The paper divide encouragement into two basic types: “criminal intent 
encouragement” and “chance offering encouragement”, and it consider “criminal 
intent encouragement” as illegal and admit “chance offering encouragement” as 
validity finitely. The second part analysis on the legality of encouragement which 
focus on the point of moral and law, and use the method of the economic analysis of 
law to study on the legitimacy of encouragement. Learning from the western counties’ 
mature theories and many domestic scholars’ works on encouragement, the third part 
studied the encouragement by comparative analysis and theoretical demonstration 
ways, probed into the idea of establishing the legitimacy criterion of encouragement 
which suited our country. The fourth part is put forward about lawmaking and 














confining the encouragement from procedural law and substantive law, such as the 
principle of encouragement in legal stipulation, the actor, the targets, the applicable 
scope, strict approval system, the application of exclusionary rule of illegal evidence, 
and the responsibility of lured person and tempter, the remedy of rights in illegal 
encouragement. 
It has been wished to realize the law-ruled investigation procedure through 
establishing the encouragement system matching our present criminal procedure and 
suiting the practical operation of investigation procedure. 
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